
 

 
 

February 8, 2016 
Urgent Please Oppose INDIANA SB 162 

Hospital Employee Forced Vaccines 
 
Please Oppose Indiana SB 162 (Hospital Immunization of Employees)! The original bill language 
protecting choice was deleted in Senate Committee! The bill is on its way to the House and now 
threatens employees and infringes on the right of employees to decline high risk vaccines, and it puts the 
hospital in charge if determining whether an employee can have an exemption and whether the employee 
is abiding by religious tenants worthy of a vaccine exemption! Take Action Here Enter Your Zip 
Code! 

1. Indiana would be attempting to cross the “skin barrier” and give corporations the right to fire an 
employee if that employee does not agree to get injected with a dangerous vaccine. Vaccines have 
dangerous side effects and the people must always reserve the right to decide whether to obtain medical 
treatments that have risks. In addition, the bill language was changed to remove a person’s right to 
decline and instead gives a corporation the right to determine if a person is properly abiding by religious 
tenants in order to obtain a religious exemption. 

2. The freedom of an individual to be in charge of their own medical treatments is a 
SACRED RIGHT not to be infringed upon by government or a corporation. 

3. NO person should EVER UNWILLINGLY OR UNDER DURESS be injected with the following: 

 
• known neurotoxins, including mercury, aluminum, and squalene  
• known carcinogens, including formaldehyde, phenol, and MSG 
• ingredients known to disrupt and damage the immune system, including mercury, aluminum, polysorbate 80, 

retroviruses from pigs, mice, monkeys, and other animals, DNA fragments from other humans, specifically 
from aborted fetuses, and from various animals 

• known allergens, including mercury, aluminum, latex, polysorbate 80, MSG, eggs, yeast, peanut oil (in the 
past, and possibly still now), gelatin, and possibly other food proteins which are not disclosed (none of which 
can be broken down in the blood, as that needed to happen in the GI tract, which then cause inflammation) 
viruses, both live and attenuated, from both humans and animals, which contaminate blood that was 
previously untainted and healthy 

• known inflammatory agents and ingredients, such as mercury, aluminum, squalene, food proteins that end up 
in the blood, other adjuvants that are used in addition to aluminum and squalene, and viruses, both live and 
attenuated, from both humans and animals antibiotics including gentamicin sulfate and polymyxin B 

• polysorbate 80, an ingredient which enables the transport of toxic and inflammatory ingredients across the 
blood-brain barrier, even after its closing (it never completely closes) 

• knowing that a vaccine can cause the disease itself, which the recipient might otherwise not have contracted 
• knowing that even just one vaccine can leave the recipient chronically ill, permanently disabled, or dead, 

including a recipient who was healthy prior to the vaccination(s) 
• knowing that a vaccine makes the recipient forever forfeit naturally acquired, lifetime immunity, among other 

forever-lost benefits of naturally acquiring diseases, such as the prevention of future cancers 
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Please TAKE ACTION HERE and Oppose SB162 and protect the human right to refuse medical 
treatments! 
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